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The Body In Women's Art Now - Part 3 - RECREATION - at The 
Rollo Gallery 

The Body In Women’s Art Now  Part 3 – Recreation  -  20th January - 2nd March 2012   

Including works by - 

Gazira Babeli, Helen Carmel Benigson, Anne-Marie schleiner and Miri Segal 

I was pleased to be asked by the curator Philippa Found to review the third and final installment of The 

Body In Women’s Art Now show at the Rollo Gallery. 

The series of shows have each looked at how the body is still a central theme in contemporary art 

practise and mainstream culture today.  From the body as a site of political engagement and cultural 

identity to ‘the presentation of the body as a site of instability and flux’ and to its present theme where 

the 'real' and physical body has been removed and re-placed with a virtual substitute. 
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Miri Segal- BRB, 2007, Courtesy of the Artist, ROLLO Contemporary Art and Dvir Gallery  

 

In this show the body is propelled into cyber space.  The physical form is manufactured with new 

technologies and becomes a matrix of identities.  The visceral qualities of earlier works such as Barbed 

Hula by Sigalit Landau where we see a still from her video of a naked women spinning a hula hoop of 

barbed wire around her waist, are in stark contrast to the mechanical movements of the artists 

generated avatars of the flat screen, where emotional engagement or empathy is left numbed.  

  

The works are extremely submersive and it is very easy to get lost within these fantasy realms, a point 

the artists are trying to make and in particular with Helen Carmel Benigsons piece, Why U shouldn’t 

Date a Soldier.  Benigson has assimilated footage from the game Call of Duty, PKR and YouPorn and 

takes us on a virtual journey with her avatar Cyber Princess.  Here we witness the engineering of the 

avatar as she is created and then join her at PKR for some online poker.   Toying with the tradition role 

play of femme fatal and rescuing male the cyber princess puts out a distress call via her Blackberry to 

soldiers involved in the game Call of Duty.  The heroes respond with macho bravado, including a pitt 

stop at YouPorn and eventually arriving at PKR to claim their heroes welcome only to be told ‘Boys I 

didn’t want to be rescued I am in control of my own destiny and my own fantasy’.  The narrative element 

of this video allows you to identify with the main protagonist and rather like a fairy tale the cautionary 

message is one of declaring female assertiveness and stamps its brand of punchy feminism with an 

ironic tone. 
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Helen Carmel Benigson- Why U Shouldn’t Date  A Soldier, 2011, Courtesy of the Artist and ROLLO 

Contemporary Art 

 

In the accompanying catalogue Philippa Found asks the question, 

“Has Second Life found a way to exist with a mind/body split whereby the body is redundant and the 

mind (self) is free of the burden of outsiders objectification of it?” 

It’s an interesting perspective, notions of objectivity within feminist discourse are perennially challenged 

and the question of how technology has influenced and has been influenced by systems of 

representation in the gaming industry and online sites such as second life is at the heart of what this 

group of artists are engaging with.  The construction of identity in terms of its historical ontological 

importance has always been linked to its socio/political and cultural environment and the one we are 

being presented with at ReCreation is a myriad of possibilities, a virtual equivalent of a Mr. Ben’s 

wardrobe, with a slightly more sophisticated wardrobe.  Within the already defined (by computer 

programmers) menu of delights we can create for ourselves a projected self, and, like a child playing 

with a doll we can act out our fantasies, fears and explore other people’s as well.  The artists in this 

show have taken these ideas one step further and gone beyond the personal, creating alter egos that 

parody the modern cyber savy female in control of her sexuality.  Or the over sexualized fantasy that the 

character Lara Croft fulfils for the stay at home gaming geeks and asks us to take a closer look at what 

kind of freedom we are being offered. 
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Miri Segal- BRB, 2007, Courtesy of the Artist, ROLLO Contemporary Art and Dvir Gallery 

 

Anne-Marie Schleiner- Operation Urban Terrain (O.U.T.), 2004- 2006, Courtesy of the Artist and ROLLO 

Contemporary Art 

  

I couldn’t help being reminded of the film Bladerunner when Domenico Quaranta, in her essay – 

Disembodied?  Identity Construction in a Constructed World, recounts a story between the artist Babeli 

and a woman named Pat, a story of an unexplained and unexpected email correspondence between 

Babeli and a stranger named Pat.  Babeli experiences feelings of loss after she loses contact with Pat 
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and states, 

“I miss her.  Though she was a complete construction, she is still, in my mind, a more real, rich and 

complex human than most of the people I have ever met in my life.” Pat’s construction is comparable to 

when J.F. Sebastian says in the film,  

“They’re my friends, I make them.” 

 

Gazira Babeli- Anna Magnani/take 2, 2007, Courtesy of the Artist, ROLLO Contemporary Art and Fabio 

Paris Gallery 

  

The overall effect from seeing the works is how easy it has been for the software and gaming industries 

to implemented and integrate stereotypes and modes of objectified representation within these 

technologies.  It acts as a warning to the supposed disembodiment of the virtual as somehow ‘not 

real’.  These new technologies are a ‘tool’ with a plethora of possible uses, some good, some bad.  But 

like all good art it provokes a reaction and mine is to stay firmly within the flesh with all its imperfections 

and idiosyncratic beauties. 
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Miri Segal- BRB, 2007, Courtesy of the Artist, ROLLO Contemporary Art and Dvir Gallery 
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